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ACTION PLAN for VE INTEGRATION 
& Accreditation of VE 

 
You’ve done the preparational work, so now it is time to compile your 

acquired knowledge and complete the Action Plan for Integration 
& Accreditation of VE. 

Make sure to list at least 3 key action points that you can follow up with 
immediately, to motivate yourself and your colleagues to make your plan 

a reality!

See some examples of Action Plans completed 
by various practitioners here.
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WORKSHEET

VE SCENARIO REMINDER

Blended
VE as a preparatory or follow-up activity to physical mobility;

VE as an intertwined component of physical mobility;

Virtual only
VE as a stand-alone learning activity;

VE as a component of a course (traditional or online).

NAME INSTITUTION role



Challenges & Needs

Which needs & challenges does your institution have 
that VE could solve? Who is affected by these needs 
or challenges? Why are these important?

Context

Which strategies and policies exist at your institution 
that can aid your VE vision? Are policies and strategies 
being developed into which you could fit VE?

VE Solution

What type or scenario of VE is the best fit to your 
proposed solution? How does the solution link to the 
problem? 

Benefits

Why are we doing this? What do we intend to achieve? 
What are expected benefits & outcomes (financial / 
non-financial)?

Stakeholders

Who are the stakeholders? What are their key inter-
ests and issues? What is the current status of your 
engagement with them? Divide them into champions 
& detractors. 

Direct action points

List concrete and tangible action points. Order them 
based on priority. Set deadlines. Assign responsibility. 
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	Text Field 18: 1) Learning StrategyThree challenges: How to deal with heterogeneity? Affects teachers, departments, staff and studentsHow to support scientific independence of students? Affects teachers and studentsHow to strengthen didactical competences of teachers?Affects teachers and studentsProgramm ProMINT to help students starting with their MINT studies. Demand and potential of high performance students. Honours ProgramDidactic professionalization - Workshops Servicestelle LehreLernenALe funding opportunitiesWhere are the linking points to your VE vision?Development of the personality, motivational, emotional and social competences as well as the responsible use of knowledge and skillsActive participation in democratic societies as well as the ability and willingness to re-orientate themselves in the face of continuously changing challengesInterdisciplinary perspectives: many important scientific and social matters can only be solved by interdisciplinary cooperations.Help students starting their studiesNew formats for high performance studentsDidactic professionalization Formulate a pitch on the relevance of your VE vision for the respective strategy/policy/internal objectives: Soft skills development according to the Council Recommendation on Key Competences for Lifelong Learning (OJ C 189/1 of 4.6.2018), https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32018H0604%2801%29  Active participation in exchanging ideas, theories, etc. with students/teachers from all over the world without the need to go abroad – make it part of the curriculum with partner universities interested in the same concept or include ready-made programs in the curriculumVirtual opportunities offered to schools: e.g. for classes 10 and 11 to help them getting in touch with various fields of study in order to figure out what they are interested in incl. interaction with students from partner universities2) Internationalization StrategyThe University of Jena understands internationalism, inclusion and diversity to be the basis of its lively and innovative communityA cosmopolitan university needs a framework that supports its international orientation. This requires professional and key competences at all levels—among students, researchers, teaching staff and other employees—, which must be promoted. Structures, administrative procedures and services must be designed in such a way that they also reach international users and give them guidance. In order to meet these challenges, the University of Jena has set itself the following goals:Goal 1: Expand networks – strengthen international positioning – affects the whole universityGoal 2: Create an international, cosmopolitan campus — expand internationalization@home – affects the whole universityWhere are the linking points to your VE vision?The University of Jena bears social responsibility in a globally networked world and contributes to solving global problems of the future through science and educationPromotion of subject-related, institutional partnerships that support topic-based renewal and innovation in research, teaching and transferThe University of Jena is driving forward the establishment of the JenaVersum network, together with scientific institutions and companies engaged in research, based in the region and the city of Jena.Create an international, cosmopolitan campus — expand internationalization@homeIntercultural Competence and Practical ExperienceA digital platform will be set up which will promote self-organized learning communities and language partnerships. This will support networking as well as subject-related and social exchanges between students and, in particular, it will help international students to integrate better into everyday university life.Formulate a pitch on the relevance of your VE vision for the respective strategy/policy/internal objectives:Students can get in touch with students from all over the world in order to have subject-related and social exchanges. This helps internationalization@home and might increase mobility once students are getting used to interact with students from all over the world. Students will also benefit language-wise since they can practice their language skills in discussion.Partnerships between universities can be strengthened (and established, if they are new) without the solely need of exchanging students in-person.The JenaVersum networks could be opened to Virtual Exchange projects so that students from other countries get to know companies in Jena which might lead to internships etc.3) Declaration of Principles on SustainabilityWhile respecting the fundamental right of academic freedom, the Friedrich Schiller University sets itself the goals:In the field of research, to contribute to the shaping of a sustainable future through scientific contributions and to strengthen the role of scientific findings and facts in social debates on sustainability;in the field of teaching, to provide permanently high-quality learning opportunities that deal with sustainability-related topics, promote interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary thinking and acting, and give students a high degree of creative freedom;in the field of operation, to provide sustainable solutions for resource-efficient and climate-friendly campus and land management, to minimize the environmental and health impacts of operations both locally and globally, and to provide incentives for all university members to act sustainably in their daily university lives;in the field of transfer, to promote partnerships with actors from various sectors such as business, administration, politics, culture, education or civil society, which contribute to addressing societal sustainability problems;in the field of governance, to support the diverse sustainability activities at the university through stable, transparent structures, to establish regular reporting on sustainability, and to jointly define the concrete implementation of the general sustainability goals in a sustainability strategy.Where are the linking points to your VE vision?In the field of teaching, to provide permanently high-quality learning opportunities that deal with sustainability-related topics, promote interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary thinking and acting, and give students a high degree of creative freedom;In the field of transfer, to promote partnerships with actors from various sectors such as business, administration, politics, culture, education or civil society, which contribute to addressing societal sustainability problems;Formulate a pitch on the relevance of your VE vision for the respective strategy/policy/internal objectives: Permanently high-quality learning opportunities can be provided if you add VE to the in-person classes. Microcredentials help to offer a wider range of subjects/classes. A bonus is the different point of views since the classes are being offered from universities all over the world.Actors from various sectors can be included in VE in order to give students the opportunity to interact not only with university-based actors, but also with actors in business, politics and culture
	Text Field 22: 1) Learning Strategy: Study Success cannot be measured only by the amount of gained knowledge and passed exams. Furthermore, the development of the personality, motivational, emotional and social competences as well as the responsible use of knowledge and skills are part of the goals of studying at Uni Jena. Good teaching aims at the active participation in democratic societies as well as the ability and willingness to re-orientate themselves in the face of continuously changing challenges. We are offering interdisciplinary perspectives: many important scientific and social matters can only be solved by interdisciplinary cooperations. This requires an open mind and respect for other scientific cultures as well as the awareness of the limits of the own discipline. Our teaching staff provides interdisciplinary courses on different levels in various formats. 2) Internationalization Strategy: Internationalization - Digitalization A digital platform will be set up which will promote self-organized learning communities and language partnerships. This will support networking as well as subject-related and social exchanges between students and, in particular, it will help international students to integrate better into everyday university life.A Roadmap for Erasmus without Papers is being developed and will be implemented by 2025. This will provide students, researchers and staff participating in Erasmus programmes with quick and easy access to information and documents. The administrative processes will become more efficient.International MarketingInternational networking, positioning and recruitment are accompanied by appropriate marketing measures that communicate the unique selling points of the location as well as its internationalism and cosmopolitanism as the essence of the brand:The expansion of the international alumni network and the inclusion of graduates and research alumni in an ambassador strategy are therefore being pursued in all phases and at all levels of international marketing.International trade fairs are used in a target group-oriented manner for recruitment at all levels and in a topic-oriented manner for research marketing.The University of Jena is driving forward the establishment of the JenaVersum network, together with scientific institutions and companies engaged in research, based in the region and the city of Jena. Joint international marketing of the location is being developed with the JenaVersum as the key player. Participation in and evaluation of international rankings is increasingly used for benchmarking.3) Declaration of Principles on Sustainability
	Text Field 23: Depending on the situation, all scenarios fit. When it comes to faculties, we can start with BIPs during the next couple of months. This is a smooth way to implement VE in some parts, while also having physical mobility. The first form of blended mobility could be used for internationalization@home (Internationalization Strategy). The second one to expand our class offerings and to give students the opportunity to spend some time “at” another university (Learning Strategy, Internationalization Strategy, Sustainability).The third option could also be used for offering extra classes, awarding extra credits and give students the chance to work on their soft skills. (Learning Strategy, Internationalization Strategy)The fourth scenario can be used to offer students an insight into other learning cultures and enrich the learning culture at home. At the same time, students get the chance to get to know students from the other university/ies and hence work on their soft skills. Teachers can include intercultural topics and integrate students backgrounds in order to give an insight into different societies. They can also enrich their teaching style and use various teaching methods. (Learning Strategy and Internationalization strategy)
	Text Field 24: Strengthen partnerships with universitiesEnriching our own and the partner universities curriculumHigher numbers of international studentsEqual opportunities for students who are not able to take part in a regular exchange semesterCheaper for studentsIf exchange included in a funded project – money for the university, maybe money to hire staff for the time of the projectGive students (own and partner instiutions) the chance to learn in a multi-cultural environmentBeing “present” at partner universitiesCan be used for marketing (“You would like to get to know the world and help saving the planet? Take part in our Virtual Exchange and meet students from all over the world!” – the slogan still needs work, but you get an idea of the direction) 
	Text Field 25: CHAMPIONS• International Office – my working areaget/stay in touch with partner universities, high number of international students/own students taking part in an exchange project• Administrative Department of Digital University Would like to push digital education and help staff with digital issues - in contact• Administrative Department Quality Development in Teaching - in contactWould like to widen teaching styles and enrich teaching with various instruments, internationalization of teacher trainings• People who already conduct virtual exchange or something like it – new professors – in contact with some of them – needs further effortWould like to continue their international virtual activities• (language) teachers/lecturers (Language Tandems) – not contacted yetGive students the chance to learn other languages with students from the respective countries and give students from other countries the chance to learn German from Germans• Students who already attended in BIPs/VE and are fans – student testimonials, not contacted yet• Teacher testimonials why VE helps them – not contacted yet• EC2U, Coimbra Group – already in contact and exploring optionsStay in touch with the partners and offer more projects together, build a European Campus• Center for Teacher Training and Educational Research (ZLB) – already in contact with them, looking for options to combine virtual options with gaining intercultural experience and widening the offers of teaching stylesDETRACTORSManagement: financial capacity and hence staff capacityHave to watch the budget – solution: BIPs and other projects that come with funding opportunitiesColleagues preferring the analogue way of teaching.Do not want to change their teaching style and are happy that everything is “back to normal”Solution: Make it clear, that VE and BIPs are only an addition and will not substitute the “normal” old school way of teaching, show them how they can include VE/BIPs without the need to change everything and start from scratchRegistrar/enrollment office/admissions & recruitment personnel (too much work for students that are noteven in town) – Solution: talk, talk, talk - show the benefits of VE/Blended ProgramsPeople thinking that VE is a substitute for regular exchange instead of seeing it as a chance to enhance/enrich their classes/curriculum – solution: talk, talk, talk – bring them in touch with professors being already keen on VE/BIPs and show them the advantages while also talking about some of the disadvantages (otherwise they might think it is too good to be true)
	Text Field 26: - Talk to head of International Office – June, already scheduled- Stay in touch with registrars office and student union regarding fees, enrolling students – already started, working on the details- Get an overview of the projects/teachers/professors already using VE/BIPs – June/July- Stay in touch with the teaching training unit – they are working on the internationalization of their teacher training at the moment, already started- Get in touch with the Administrative Department of Digital University to see what is possible - July- Take a look at funding opportunities – all the time, already started- Get in touch with potential partners in order to work on VE/BIP projects – all the time, already started- Create a website where students/professors/staff get more information on BIPs/VE, in planning- Get in touch with departments, offer workshops to inform about BIPs and how they work, what can be possible- Start small in order to get used to how things work, already started – first BIP takes place in March 2023


